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Georg Philipp Telemann. Twelve Fantasias.for Viola da Gamba
solo (Hamburg, 1735), edited by Thomas Fritzsch and Günter
von Zadow. Edition Güntersberg G281, 2016, modern print and
facsimile, 48 pp. ISMN 9'79-0-5017 4-281-3. € 19.80.

The Evolution of a Genre
At the time Georg Philipp Telemann wrote his twelve fantasias

for solo viola da gamba (1735), he was fifty-four years old, a
mature musician with a decades-long successful career. He was
no stranger to the viol, having already composed a substantial
body of literature for the instrument: four solo sonatas with basso
continuo accompaniment, eight duos without bass, numerous
trio sonatas, and a solo sonata senza basso. Additionally, he had
published sets of fantasias for flute, harpsichord, and violin; those
for flute and violin were senza basso. Thus, the works for viol may
be considered the culmination of a larger project.
Most of Telemann's earlier writing for the viol was generic
rather than idiomatic. The viol parts in the solo sonatas and trios
of the Essercizii Mtrsici, for example, employ only the top four
strings, with a range of c c", and there are no chords or double
stops. Furlhermore, the music is written in the alto clef exclusively,
making the parls readily playable on the alto recorder, flute, violin,
or viola. In fact, much of Telemann's output indicated its use for
several different instruments, such as the duets for "flutes, violins,
or viols" published in the Getreue Music-Meisler. All the above
works are attractive and accessible, without making significant
technical demands on the viol player.

The "Sonata" for solo viola da gamba senza basso TWY
40:l-the work was untitled-appearing in the Getretre Music'
Meister (1128 29), exemplified a notable change. Here Telemann
abandoned his earlier approach and composed for the full range
of the six-string bass viol, taking advantage of the instrument's
capacity for multi-voice and chordal passages. It is not a piece
for the casual amateur, and indeed, Steven Zohn notes that it is
"certainly among the most technically demanding works in the

entire German gamba repertory."r The sonata is Italianate in form,
with fbur movements: slow-fast-slow-fast. A quasi-improvisatory

Andante is followed by a fugal Vivace. The third movement is
particularly interesting: a Recitatif and Arioso (Andante), a form
with which Telemann had already experimented in the E-minor
sonata fbr viol and continuo from the E.ysercizii Music.i (composed
c. l'725, but published in 1740). Telemann recognized the viol's
unique ability to perform a convincing instrumental recitative
by adding accompanimental chords and changes of harmony to
a singing declamatory upper voice, and it is perhaps surprising
that we do not find similar compositions for the viol from other
composers. The Arioso that follows has little resemblance to an
aria, being in fact a fugal composition with two voices throughout.
As the movement progresses, the two voices separate between
the top and bottom of the instmment, adding to the technical
challenges of the counterpoint. The sonata ends with a spirited
Vivace. a rondo-minuetto.
Possibly encouraged by positive reactions to his solo viol
sonata, Telemann embarked on the ambitious project of composing

several sets of twelve fantasias each. He published his first set
for solo flute (TWV 40:2-13) tn 1732-33, these were sold by
subscription, with two fantasias appearing every two weeks. Each
läntasia is in a different tonality, moving upward from A to G, and
presenting a wide variety of genres and forms, including fugues,

improvisatory slow adagios, and dance movements in binary
form.z The fäntasias are a compositional tour de force, "a feat of
ingenuity and inspiration" in the words of flutist Rachel Brown,s
expanding the known capabilities of the instrument.
Telemann nextcomposed thirty-six Fantaisies pour le Clevessin
(1132 33), consisting of relatively simple pieces in galant style,

l. Steven Zohn, Mu:it'./br a Mixed Th.tte: St.r'le, Genre, and Meoning in
Telemunn:\ In.\trumentol Wrk.s (New York: Oxlbrd University Press. 2008),
,105. Zohn wrote this before the fäntasias for viol were rediscovered.
2. Sce Zohn's discussion of the ntovements olthe ffute and violin fäntasias.
ibid.. 427 31.
3. Rachel Brown, "Telemann Fantasias: A Feat of lngenuity and Inspiration,"
http://rvww. rache lbrou,nfl ute. com/assets/telemann- 1äntas ias-artic le----music 3

pdf; accessed 02101 12017.
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sonata. There are also certain passages in the fantasias that prove
particularly difficult, with awkward or "impossible" stretches and
chords, a complaint of violinists as well. Although Telemann did
not specifically promise fugues and Galanterien, as in the violin
fantasias, he had in fact done the same, although this is not so
immediately apparent. In this case, the fugal fantasias with double
stops and chords are the odd-numbered ones, while the evennumbered fantasias tend toward the galant.
The technical difficulties of the viol fantasias do not necessarily
signiff a virtuosic capacity on the part of the composer. As a boy,
Telemann learned to play almost every instrument, including the
viol, an ability expected of serious music pupils in Germany at the
time. However, his talents as a performer were secondary to his
determination to write his own music, a determination that had
manifested itself by the age of ten. In his autobiography of 1740,
Telemann describes his fascination, or rather obsession, with the
art of composition:

with mostly two-voice homophonic texture and only occasional
imitative counterpoint. Each set of twelve fantasias exhibits
certain unifying formal qualities, likely to have been imposed
by the single-page format that Telemann chose in publishing the
works; as Zohn notes, "Telemann the composer was sometimes
constrained by Telemann the music publisher."a The one-page
format seems to have worked well for the flute fantasias, but when
it came to the keyboard pieces, there was the immediate problem
of length. Even with the most cramped of musical notation, a onepage keyboard work might last only a couple of minutes. This was

clearly insufficient for a multi-movement genre, and Telemann
found the clever solution of extending the printed material by
way of da capo and rondeau forms. Additionally, every two
fantasias were in related keys (usually the parallel minor or major)
and presented as a pair; they were meant to be performed one
after another, followed by a repeat of the first, creating a larger
overarching A-B-A form.
A couple of years later, Telemann continued with his twelve
fantasias for solo violin (1735), employing a variety of forms
and genres similar to those of the flute fantasias, as well as to
the viol fantasias that were to follow. As Telemann described the
violin fantasias in his catalogue, the first six contained fugues and
the others were "Galanterien." Not only the fugues but also the
other movements of fantasias 1-6 employ ample double stops
and chords. The change to a largely single-voice, i.e. "galant,"
texture in fantasias 7-12 is immediately perceptible, both audibly
and visually, as can be observed in looking at the music. Although
the fantasias showcase the bralura and virtuoso qualities of the
violin, they are undoubtedly easier to play than the solo sonatas
and partitas of J. S. Bach.
A comparison of Telemann's earlier sonata for solo viol
with the twelve viol fantasias is complicated by the imbalance
of material between the two genres. Regardless, the sonata does
not suffer in such a comparison in the least, neither in richness
of musical ideas nor in Telemann's handling of the instrument.
Both genres present significant challenges to the viol player,
although there are perhaps more double stops and chords in the

During these classes fthe cantor] would be composing, but
whenever he turned his back on us, I would look at his scores
and would always find something in them to delight me. But I
have no idea why I would get excited about this. In short, I was
prompted to snatch up all different kinds of music and write out
my own copies of the scores which I would study assiduously and
thereby gain greater understanding until, finally, I report this in all
honesty, I began composing myself . . . .5

case of the fantasias, it is unlikely that Telemann
composed them from the perspective of a viol virtuoso, or that
he even played the works himself. Instead, he almost certainly
followed the necessities of the music as conceived in his mind. If
he was aware of having written "awkwardnesses," he trusted the
performer to make it work somehow.
Regarding the significance of the viola da gamba in the first half
of the eighteenth century Thomas Fritzsch, in his introduction to
the Güntersberg edition of the Fantasias, comments on the decline
of the instrument, particularly in Germany. He adds, "In 1735,

In the

5. Telemann, "His Autobiography," from Johann Mattheson's Ehren-Pforte
(Hamburg, 1740). Translation by Thomas Braatz, 2009, http://www.bachcantatas.com/Other/TelemannEPMattheson.pdf, accessed 07 I 13 12017 .

4. Zohn, Musicfor a Mixed Taste,352.
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seems to have taken the entrepreneurial courage and clever
sales strategy of a personality who was admired in all Europe
fTelemann] . . . to successfullymarketadozenfantasias forthe solo
viola da gamba, a product that had become almost unsaleable."6

83

intended for performance.8 In any case, Bach was composing for a
select group of musical connoisseurs and intellectuals. Telemann,
on the contrary was writing for a large body of professional and
amateur performers. Bach aimed to impress, Telemann to delight'
We gambists are indeed fortunate to have our repertoire expanded

While it is true that the amount of published music for the viol
fell offin Germany during the early part of the eighteenth century
this may well have been part of a larger collapse of the German
music publishing industry. During that period, French viol players
including the Marais and Forqueray families, Caix d'Hervelois,
Charles Dolld, et al. were actively performing and publishing
their music, not to mention the vast amount of French chamber
music written for the viol. In his 1740 autobiography, Telemann
describes his 1737 visit to Paris as "long-postponed"; surely he
would have considered the significant number of French viol
players as potential customers for his fantasias. Furthermore, in
the past twenty years there have been several scholarly studies
of the eighteenth-century viol repertoire, including Fred Flassig's

with this collection of pieces from one of the most important
musicians of the eighteenth century one who can stand on his
own merits. As the public becomes increasingly aware of the
degree and quality of his genius, of which the viol fantasias are a
prime example, Telemann will hopefully take his rightful place as
a major figure of the Western musical canon.

Christine Kyprianides
8. Christine Kyprianides, "Musica sui generis: Confronting the Obvious
in the Bach Cello Suites," in Timothy D. Watkins, ed., Performance Practice:
Issues and Approaches (Ann

Arboq Michigan: Steglein' 2009): 137-57

.

Die solistische Gambenmusik in Deutschland im IB. Jahrhundert

(1998), Marc Strümper's Die Viola da gamba am Wiener
Kaiserhof (2004), Michael O'Loghlin's Frederick the Grectt and
His Musicians (2008), and Peter Holman's Lfe after Death: The
Wola da Gamba in Britain from Purcell to Dolmetsch (2010).
Together with the many solo and chamber works featuring the viol
composed by Telemann himself, there seems ample evidence of a
healthy market for viol music at the time he composed his fantasias.
With the benefit of hindsight we now see that it was indeed the
"beginning of the end" for the instrument, as a consequence of
the inevitable triumph of the violin family. Nonetheless, Carl
Ludwig Junker's 1777 obsewations on the viol's neglect are not
necessarily proofofits neglect four decades earlier.T
The Telemann fantasias will inevitably invite comparisons to
the compositions of Bach, above all the works for solo ffute, solo
violin, and solo cello. However, Bach and Telemann had very
different performers and audiences in mind, and this author has

Becoming Acquainted with a Long-Lost Friend

In Hamburg, enno 1735, following the publication of twelve
fantasias for solo violin the same year, twelve fantasias for the flute
without bass (1732-33), as well as thirty-six for the harpsichord
(1732-33), Telemann's catalogue of musical publications
announced the following: "Telemann Publishing will be releasing
12 fantasias for the viola di gamba [without] bass'.." Two of these
fantasias appeared on October 13,1735, and little by little, two at
a time were released each Thursday, with an accompanying vocal
work. The whole collection was finally available on January 13,
1736: "Telemann Music has published the following new works in
a fairly short space of time, and they are available from the firm:...
Twelve fantasias for the violin, without bass..'; the same for the
viola da gamba."'
As often was the case with Telemann's collections of fantasias,
the title page was written in French. It offered: "Fantaisies pour
la Basse de Violle faites et dediöes ä Mr. Piene Chaunell, par

previously argued that Bach's six cello suites were not necessarily

6. Fritzsch, Introduction to the edition under review, ix.

1. Quotations

7. rbid.

p.

il.

vii.

from carsten Lange's Introduction to the Güntersberg edition,
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Telemann";

in other words,

fantasias for the bass viol written
for and dedicated to Mr. Pierre Chaunell. It is unknown whether
Chaunell played the viol. As a Huguenot refugee, he had fled the
revocation of the Edict of Nantes in France in 1685, eventually
becoming one of the richest businessmen in Germany. He was
clearly a fan of Telemann's music. He was a regular subscriber
to Telemann's publications and had previously purchased a
number of Telemann's works. His name is among those in the
subscribers' list in Telemann's Musique de Table (1733), as well
as the Nouveaux Quatuors (1738).
Scholars have known of these works for solo bass viol from
various announcements and catalogues, some cited above, but
had considered them permanently lost. Thanks to the French
musicologist Frangois-Pierre Goy and the German gambist,
cellist, and musicologist Thomas Fritzsch, an extant copy was
tracked down in 2014. This only known surviving copy came
from the private library of Eleonore von Münster (1734-1794)
in the Ledenburg Palace, near Hanover. This collection was
transferred to the Landesarchiv Osnabrück, the state archives of
Lower Saxony, in 2000. Telemann's engraved edition consists of a
title page, followed by the twelve fantasias, one per page, giving a
total of thirteen printed pages in 21.8 x 28 cm format. Apparently,
the ink had faded over time, and in places had literally crumbled
offthe page, as the paper yellowed with the passing centuries.
The twelve fantasias are hardly an example of frivolously
composed or hastily prepared work by Telemann, just for
publication, aimed primarily at an amaleur market. Wherever

one looks in this collection one is presented with Telemann's
compositional craft at its finest. This includes inventive
counterpoint, even fugues,2 not an easy exercise for a composer,
and less so for the performer who must execute them on a solo
bowed instrument. Telemann demonstrates that he is keenly
aware of the latest musical styles in 1735, such asthe style galant,
without neglecting the older Baroque style. As with many German
composers, Telemann is very comfortable in crossing borders and
therefore incorporating all the various European national styles.
2. See for example the Vivace of Fantasia 7 in G minor or the lovely Grave
from Fantasia 8 in A major.
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Certain passages hark back to Vivaldi, others to Bach, or perhaps
Rameau.

From the outset, I of course expected great music, but, as a
viol player, was prepared for a limited understanding of the viol's
innate capacities or techniques. I was thinking of something
along the lines of the sublime music of Frangois Couperin, for
example, in which he puts great demands on the violist with
almost impossible stretches of the left hand or very unorganized
and difficult-to-execute topsy-tuny bow strokes. This is far from
the case here. We cannot know with any certainty how proficient
Telemann actually was on the viol. We do know that, according
to his own autobiographical sketches, he had taught himself the
instrument. If he actually performed this music he had written,
he was quite an accomplished player. One curiosity that could
surprise the viol player on first reading is Telemann's use of a
fourth-finger extension, in addition to the usual first-finger one.
This is recurrent throughout the fantasias and attests to either his
extreme agiliry huge hands, or, perhaps, a smaller instrument than
what we assume for Germany in the 1730s.3 With each successive
reading, I am astounded by the wealth of musical ideas and the
subtle and daring harmonies. Galant-style augmented thirds are
interwoven with intensely chromatic and dissonant passages;
pedals are used in a style reminiscent of Charles Dollö's music
for the bass viol published two years after this collection in 1737
If one makes a side-by-side comparison of this music with that
of some of his very successful French contemporaries such as the
prolific Louis de Caix d'Hervelois, who unfortunately is known for
his often uninspired lack of harmonic or melodic invention,a one
can only marvel at Telemann's present contribution to the viol's
repertoire. This is particularly evident in the savvy counterpoint
going as far as full-fledged fugues, intriguing and unexpected
harmonic changes, and beautiful, skillfully contrived mastery
of melodic lines. By contrast, in Caix d'Hervelois's works the
harmony is generally quite basic and melodic ideas regrettably
-

3. See for example Fantasia 2, Andante, m. 17; Fantasia 4, Vivace, mm' 3337-38; Fantasia 10, Siciliana, m. 7'
and
34
4. See for example Caix d'Hervelois, Second Livre de Piäces de Viole (1719),
not to denigrate other wonderful works by this composer.
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predictable.

Antoine (probably Jean-Baptiste Antoine) Forqueray's Piöces de
Viole (Example 2b), published twelve years later in 1747. Again,
as in the example cited previously concerning Rameau, Telemann
relies on an arpeggiated chord figure, in this case triplets, in certain
ways reminiscent of the Forqueray work. It might just be plausible
that these Parisian musicians were influenced by this great foreign
visitor, Herr Telemann.

Telemann spent eight months in Paris, as attested to in an
autobiogaphical account.5 While there he heard his "parisian,,
quartets performed by Jean-Baptiste Antoine Forqueray on the
viol, Michel Blavet on the flute, Jean-Pierre Guignon on the
violin, and a certain Prince Edouard on the cello or harpsichord.
He wrote, "My long-postponed visit to Paris finally took place at
Michaelmas 1737, and lasted eight months. Some virtuosi there
who liked some of my printed compositions had invited me to
Paris several years before."6 Would it be too much to venture
that the "printed compositions" mentioned might have included
the present fantasias which indeed were printed "several years
before"? Whether by forluity or due to conscious paraphrasing
on Rameau's part, Telemann provides us with four measures,
repeated twice, in the D major fantasia (movement 3, Presto,
mm. 5-8 repeated in mm. 25-28; Example la) very similar to the
opening measures of Rameau's "La Popliniöre" in his Piöces de
Clavecin en Concerts (Example lb), published in 1741, six years

Example 2a. Telemann, Fantasia 6, Spirituoso:

La

see

mm. 6-7 and 14-15

Fen'arrd.

after these fantasias.

Example 2b. Forqueray, "La Ferrand," opening measures
As the viol developed over the course ofthe seventeenth century
and the beginning of the eighteenth century it was perfected as a

solo chamber instrument in the hands of several French virtuosi.
This, of course, was facilitated by structural changes, such as the
invention of wound strings and the subsequent introduction of the
seventh (and lowest) string, both attributed to Sainte-Colombe, as
well as advancements in instrumental technique regarding both
the left hand and bowing. This began under Sainte-Colombe's
tutelage, reaching its apogee under Marin Marais and the
Forquerays, both father and son. The French viol originally was
used as a solo, unaccompanied instrument like the lute' Nicolas
Hotman (c. 1610-1663), Sainte-Colombe (seventeenth century),
as well as Le Sieur Dubuisson (Jean Lacquemant, c. 16221688), all contributed to this genre. Marais's first compositions
(manuscripts before 1686 found in Scotland and his first book of
Piöces de Viole t16861) also were published without the bass and

Example la. Telemann, Fantasia 2, Presto, mm.25-28

Example lb. Rameau, "La Popliniöre," opening measures
The Spirituoso inthe GmajorFantasiano. 6 (movement 3, measures

6-7 and 14-15; Example 2a) calls to mind "La Ferrand" from
I

5. Walter Bergmann, "Telemann in Paris," The Musical Times, vol. 108, no
498 (Dec. I 967): 1 I 0 I -3. http://wwvjstor.org/stable/95 I 885
6. Translation in Bergmann, ibid., 1101.

I
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performed as such. Only in 1689 did Marais publish a bass part
for this music, the first publication in France of a bass partbook to
go with any instrumental solos, not just the viol, which therefore
broke a century-old tradition.
Across the Channel, compositions for unaccompanied bass
viol had reached their heyday over the course ofthe seventeenth
century in English lyra viol music. The single connection in
France to this particular style of unaccompanied writing can be
found in le Sieur Demachy's only publication, Piöces de Violle en
Musique et en Thblature (1685). Demachy further showed a link
to the English by composing four suites in tablature and proposing
an eventual subsequent work in scordatura tunings, as typically
found in lyra viol music. Telemann's publication, in the fourth
decade of the eighteenth century is therefore very unusual at a time
when composing an accompaniment especially for the viol was d
la mode. The genre of solo unaccompanied viol music witnessed
its final legacy in the music of Carl Friedrich ltbel (1723*1787).
Telemann's compositions for solo viol stand out by virtue
of essentially being sonatas. Instead of dance movements, in
many cases preceded by prdludes, as in the case of most of the
aforementioned music, he generally favored an Italian-influenced
style, hence non-dance movements such as Vivace, Allegro,
Presto, Grave, etc. He therefore was taking an innovative direction
where his precursors for solo viol on both sides of the Channel
usually had chosen these dance forms. This is a clear distinction
from the (earlier) English solo viol tradition as well as the French
one, or for that matter his illustrious contemporary Bach who in
the previous decade had used French dance forms in his solo cello
music. Each fantasia follows the scheme of an introductory first
movement, usually of substantial duration, followed by a shorter
fast movement, or in some of the fantasias one slow and one fast
movement to round out the entire piece. The fantasias range from
about flve to ten minutes in duration, which makes it easy to
include a couple of them in any chamber music concert.
That being said, nothing is predictable in terms of the form, the
tonality, the melodic or aesthetic inspiration. The tonalities that
Telemann chooses, for example, are in some cases quite surprising,
and even reminiscent of Marais's daring key choices in his Fourth
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Book's Suite"d'un Goüt Etranger" (1717). Was Telemann aware
of Marais's monumental composition Lq Gamme, "en forme de
petit opera," published rn 1723, twelve years before Telemann's
fantasias? We know that Marais's publications found their place in
viol players' and music lovers' libraries all over Europe.T Marais's
piece follows an ascending and then descending scale:
I. C-D-E-F-G-A-B -C-B -A-G

II.F-E-D-C

The tonal ordering of Telemann's twelve Fantasias deviates only
a

little from a scale:
l. C minor
2. D major
3. E minor
4. F major
5. B-flat major
6. G major
7. G minor
8. Amajor
9. C major
10. E major
11. D minor
12. E-flat major

I would like to now enter into a little more detail on the actual
music, but rather than an in-depth analysis of each fantasia I would
just like to describe some of the points that particularly struck me
while working on, and subsequently recording, this music. My
hope is to inspire violist readers to obtain this incredible music
themselves and to dig right in!
It is in the first movement of each of these pieces that Italian
inspiration comes to the fore, as evidenced in the initial fantasia
in C minor. This movement follows a practice common to earlier
Italian music of alternating contrasting tempos, where each half
of the movement has the same Adagio-Allegro relationship. This
is performed, as in early Italian sonatas such as Castello, without
a pause, one section running into the next. The opening motif
7. Already in France we find Marais's Piöces de Viole in the library
Carpentras, or his publication La Gamme in Montbrison.
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manifests itself as a haunting arpeggiated figure that introduces

the initial Adagio. This is followed six measures later by the
first Allegro. Then at measure 28 the same Adagio aryeggiated
figure returns a fourth lower, and then the Allegro movement
subsequently follows. This fantasia is only in two movements, the
aforementioned one and the following Allegro.
The subsequent fantasia in D major commences with a Mvace
in a more galant style, which returns in its entirety as a da capo
after the second movement Andante. In some ways, this fantasia
is reminiscent of the other known D major piece by Telemann

for unaccompanied viol, the four movements of which appear,
separated into two installments , in Der getreue Music-Meister.s
I personally see more compositional craft displayed in this work
than its predecessor. This is particularly evident in the beautiful
and innovative use of double stops under a slur in measures 1215 and repeated from measures 48 to 50, using an open string to
alternate a unison and a minor second.
The E minor fantasia starts with a Largo. This resplendent
movement is evocative in its mood of Marais's Prölude in E minor
from his Second Book (1701) using, of course, the same key.
The following movement is a contrapuntal Presto with startling
dissonances using the viol technique of rapid eighths and fugal
writing under a bow akin to that of Charles Dollö's Fugue in G
major (1737).
It is impressive in Fantasia 4, in F majol that Telemann can

take this key, which certainly is not the most idiomatic for the
viol, and transform it into something so utterly convincing and
resplendent. Also, this movement exhibits Telemann's dexterity
with a fourth-finger extension, which occurs twice in measures
33-34 and again in 37-38 (Example 3). The opening Vivace is
itself in da capo form.

Example 3. Telemann, Fantasia 4, Vivace, mm.32-34
8. Lektion 15 and

l6liomDergetreue Music-Meisler(Hamburg, 1128
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The next fantasia, in B-flat major, starts as an Allegro. It begins
with a fugue-like set of insistent eighth notes and also contains
Telemann's beautiful use of slurred double stops in the passage in
measures 3 and 32 somewhat akin to the similar passages in the D
major fantasia mentioned above.

The G major fantasia's first movement is a musette-like
Scherzando in which Telemann cleverly exploits the instrument's
capacity to produce a steady stream ofdouble stops. The second
movement Dolce is particularly striking, with an extensive use of
double stops sprinkled with just the correct dose of dissonance.
The G minor fantasia. in some ways evocative ofthe atmosphere
of Bach's solo violin music, opens with an Andante in binary
form with repeats. The Mvace that follows harks back to the solo
violin music that Telemann printed at roughly the same time. Here
Telemann writes a fugue for a solo bowed string instrument where
in m. 4, at the entrance of the second voice, he uses double stops
to introduce a delicate countersubject.
The A major fantasia's opening movement is a simple Allegro

with French Caix d'Hervelois llke batteries (or

altemating
recurrent sixteenths in the high register against a moving bass)
punctuated with a higher pedal note. The Grave that follows is one

of the most haunting, harmonically self-sufficient pieces in the
collection, with almost constant double-stopping from beginning
to end.
The C major fantasia's first movement is a Presto making use
of double stops to write two independent voices. Again one finds
a true fugal style and virtuosic eighth-note passages. The last
movement, an Allegro, exhibits opening motifs in syncopation, a
particularly intriguing effect.
The next in E major has echoes of Versailles and the musettes,
both the instruments and the pieces named for them, so in favor
at the court in France in the eighteenth century. It altemates
Dolce-Allegro twice in a row as a first movement. Here we find
a Siciliana as a second movement, clearly indicating Telemann's
taste in Italian music.
The next to last fantasia in D minor boasts an Allegro with
a section of constant large chords "en plein" or non-arpeggiated

full chords, exploiting the resources of the resonance of the
29).

9l

bass
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viol's natural tuning in D. The last movement in 9/8 is unique in
its extensive use of staccato bowing, as indicated by daggers on
the first six eighth notes, and subsequently on a couple ofgroups
of eighth notes in the second half of the piece (Example 4).

Example 4. Telemann, Fantasia

11,

Allegro

The collection ends with the Fantasia in E-flat major that leads
off with a gorgeous Andante. This movement exhibits a particular
galant style with its series of lombard figures in thirty-second and
dotted sixteenth notes.

This brings us to the edition itself. With each new publication,
Güntersberg has further demonstrated its dedication to and interest

in bringing to light hitherto unknown works. This is certainly the
case here, and we must thank the publisher for having contributed
significantly to the solo repertoire for the viol, especially with this
music of the highest quality. The publisher Günter von Zadow,
who is also the co-editor of this edition, is himself a musician and
one of the most meticulous and dedicated editors we have for viol
music.

The present edition is no exception: the page layout is
punctilious, beautifully presented, and (almost) flawless. The
cover art reproduces the original manuscript's title page, while
the back of the edition has Telemann's portrait. This adds to the
attractiveness of the edition. The musicological text presented by
Carsten Lange from the Zentrtm ftir Telemann-Pflege, Thomas
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Fritzsch, and Günter von Zadow himself is fascinating and well
documented. Not an articulation marking nor a slur is in the wrong
place. The page turns have been carefully planned so that each and
every fantasia can be read without page turns from a single opening
in the book. A facsimile of the original edition is also provided,
making a distinct break with this publisher's more typical policy
of publishing new editions without facsimile reprints. It is very
reassuring to consult; as previously mentioned, the harmonies and
dissonances are so avant-garde for the period, it is easy in places
to wonder whether the editor might have made a transcription
error! Telemann himself cramped each fantasia onto one page.
Obviously in a time where printing was not ubiquitous as it is
nowadays, and certainly more costly, that made sense. However,
for the comfort of one's eyes, it is a relief to have each fantasia
spread across two lacing pages.
The only dubious point is found in m. 2l of the Presto of
Fantasia no. 3 in E minor. The edition gives an open octave A,
the lowest note being on the fifth string and the other, if played as
printed in this edition, on the open second string. This means one
must bow both the fifth and second string simultaneously without
touching the other two strings that of course are in between! No
combination of fingerings will render the passage playable. Of
course, plucked it could be accomplished, but not with a bow.
According to Günter von Zadow in the preface to the edition,
the original manuscript was "yellow," and "The ink has faded or
peeled offin places." When one carefully scrutinizes the facsimile
of Telemann's original print, this particular measure 27 seems
to reveal the missing notes of the chord: an open c fourth string
and open e third string making a perfect A minor chord requiring
exactly one finger. Of course, this is a very common chord for the
viol, one finger for the left hand and a simple arpeggio from the
fifth to the second string. (In the course ofpreparing this review
the author consulted von Zadow on this parlicular point, who
was able to send someone for a second look at the original in the
library confirming that the c and e, still faintly present, had been

partially erased at some point. These two notes will be added into
future prints of this edition.)
This is remarkable music and certainly a totally unexpected and
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invaluable addition to the solo viol's repertoire. It was the result

ol careful scholarship as well as detective work on the part of
the musrcologists, and we must again thank the editor for having
spent the time to make a modem edition and reprint the original.
Finally, we violists have our cello suites.
Jonathan Dunfbrd
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